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eleeiric wire detectorl:l of any greater sen!llbility than 

those already in use; but a detector having a range of 

variability sufficient to operate a sensitive relay at 

ordinary distances from the transmitter with certain

ty, and having the added quality of being self-restor

mg, is a thing much to be prized. 

In this a new field is opened in wireless telegraphy, 

in which the favored one who invents it will be high

ly rewarded. 

.' .. . 

THE MANUFACTURE OF TIN PLAT E.-I. 
In the last two decades of the industrial development 

of the United States there have been some remarkable 

instances of the creation of new industries within in

credibly short periods of time, and among these perhaps 

tlle most striking is the birth and growth of tin-plate 

making. Less than a dozen years ago, the United 

States were dependent entirely upon the tin-plate 

makers of South Wales, England, for their supply of 

this invaluable commodity; but under the stimulus of 

a protective tariff, several tin-plate works were laid 

down early in the nineties, and we entered upon the 

experiment of supplying our own markets with the 

home-made product. The experiment was pre-eminent

ly successful; for by the use of improved machinery, 

and by the application of our own system of shop 

management, we have developed an absolutely new 

industry to such proportions that to-day the supply is 

in excess of the demand. 

The manufacture of tin plate divides itself naturally 

into two main parts. First, the manufacture of the 

sheet-iron plate, and secondly, the tinning of the plates. 

The present article is devoted to the first of these pro

cesses. 

For a description of this new American industry, we 

have chosen the Laughlin Works of the American Tin 

Plate Company, which are situated at Martin's Ferry, 

Ohio. The�e works are the latest and among the 

largest cf those controlled by this corporation, and 

lhey represent the most advanced practice in this 

country. 

Hot Rolling.-The raw material comes to the works 

in the shape of sheet bars, which are 8 inches in width 

and vary from 14 to % of an inch in thickness, accord

ing to the desired thickness of the finished plates. The 

steel is a soft Bessemer, carrying from 0.08 to 0.10 per 

cent of carbon. The bars are cut into lengths equal to 

the width of sheets desired-14 to lh inch b eing al

lowed for side scrap. \Ve will follow, in explaining 

the process, the execution of an order for size 20 by 

28 inches; in rolling other sizes the figures differ pro

portionately. The rOlli
'
ng is always done across the 

bar, that is to say, the flow of the metal is in the 

cross direction to that which took place when the 

bar itself was being rolled at the steel mills, and all 

the rolling at the tin· plate mills is done in one and 

the same direction. The process of rolling i" as fol

lows: The bars are heated in a furnace to a cherry 

red, and are then rolled singly, each being given five 

passes through the rolls, until they have increased to 

sheets
� 

about 28 inches in length. These are then put 

in the sheet furnace in pairs and heated, and the pairs 

then given two or three passes through the rolls, until 

they are drawn down to about 56 inches in length, the 

width remaining about the same, or 2014 inches. They 

are then taken over to the doubling shears, which are 

located conveniently to the rolls and the furnace, and 

doubled over, making four thicknesses. At the same 

time the ends are trimmed and the pack of four is re
turned to the furnace, heated, and again drawn out, 

this time to a length of about 54 inches. It should be 

mentioned that between each rolling, the plates, which 

have become more or less stuck together, are op'ened 

while they are hot, there being a tendency for the 

plates to weld together from pressure. This allows 

formation of oxide on the surface, which assists in 

preventing further sticking. The four-fold 54-inch 

plates are then put under the doubling shears, doubled 

again, and the ends trimmed. The pack of eight 

Rheets is now put back in the same furnace and given 

its fourth rolling, under which it is drawn out to the 

finished standard length of 56 inches. The packs are 

then piled on the floor ready for the shears. An eight

hour shift will turn out from 5,500 pounds to 7,000 

ponnds, ·according to the gage of the plate that is being 

r�)l1ed. This forms the completion of the hot-rolling 

!Jrocess. 

Shearing.-The plates are then carried to the squar

ing shears, where each pack of eight is cut through 

the center, and the two halves are placed with their 

cut edges against a gage and sheared to the desired 

length of 28 inches, the edges being also squared up 

against a gage set at 90 degrees from the shears. The 

result is sixteen 20 x 28 perfectly square black plates. 

Opening and Black Pickling.-The packs of eight 

sheets as they come from the shears are passed on to 

long benches in front of which stand the openers, as 

the hands are called whose duty it is to open the 

sheets, which have become somewhat stuck together 

under the process of rolling and shearing. The open

ers have stout leather half-gloves on their hands and, 

standing the plates on edge, by a deft movement of the 
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hand, they quickly strip the plates one nom the other. 

From this time on, each plate is handled separately 

throughout the whole process, and to this fact is to be 

attributed a great deal of the expense of its manu

facture. As they are opened, the sheets are piled on 

carriers and taken to the black picklers, where they 

are treated in a bath of hot sulphuric acid to remove 

all scale and oxide from the surface; for to secure a 

perfect coating of tin plate it is necessary to have an 

absolutely clean surface. The pickler consists of a 

large hollow vertical shaft, which carries at its top 

three horizontal arms. From each arm is hung by 

chains a crate for holding the black plates during the 

pickling process. The central shaft is provided with 

piston rings, and moves in a steam cylinder that is 

bolted to the floor of the building. By means of a 

trip valve, the operator is able to give the shaft, with 

its burden of black plate, a vertical oscillating move

ment. After a load of plates has been placed in one of 

the crates, it is picked up, swung around and lowered 

into a bath of hot sulphuric acid, where by the vertical 

movement of the crate it is thoroughly agitated, and 

the acid given a chance to act on every portion of the 

plates. After from four to ten minute;; of this wash

ing, according to the condition of the plates, the 

crate is lifted from the acid vat, swung around, and 

lowered into the "swill" or fresh-water vat, into which 

a constant stream of water is kept flowing. In the 

meantime another crate has been loaded and swung 

into the pickle vat, thus giving a continuous operation. 

Annealing.-The pickled plates are then taken from 

the fresh-water vat, removed from the crates, and 

packed in the annealing stands. The latter, as shown 

in one of our accompanying engravings, consist of a 

lower tray and an upper cover or box. The wet plates 

are piled on the stand, the heavy cast or wrought iron 

box is then lowered over them, and sand is carefully 

packed in between the edges of the tray aud the bot

tom of the covering box to exclude all air. The an

nealing stand with its load of plates is then picked up 

by a huge, counterbalanced, gooseneck, charging crane, 

and run into the furnace in the manner shown in our 

illustration. Under the old system of handling these 

heavy annealing stands, it was customary to use a 

heavy wrought-iron, hand·operated truck, which re

quired several men to work it; but by means of the in

genious counterbalanced crane herewith shown, one 

man is able to swing the crane and its load, and direct 

it into the proper position in the furnace. The black 

plates are piled up in the annealing stands to a height 

of from 20 to 48 inches. They are subjected in the 

annealing furnace for from twelve to eighteen hours 

to a temperature of 1,500 degrees. The annealing is 

one of the most particular steps in the manufacture of 

tin plate, since overheating would make the plates 

stick, and if they are under heated the plates would not 

be thoroughly cleared and softened. The effect of the 

annealing is to soften the plates and to take out the 

uneven strains which have been produced during the 

rolling, and also to remove all stains from the plates. 

As the latter enter the furnace thoroughly wet, the 

moisture is converted into steam and they are sub

jected to a very effective steam bath, Which serves to 

remove the acid and other stains from the plates, and 

give them the desired clear, white appearance. After 

the plates are removed, they are allowed to stand until 

they are cold. 

Cold Rolling.-When they are cold. the plates are car

ried in the stands to the cold rolls, where they are 

passed singly into the rolls. The object of this rolling 

is to close the pores and give a smooth, hard surface to 

the plates. Each plate is given two or three passes, 

which is usually sufficient to produce the desired fin

ish. Since the cold rolling has the effect of stiffening 

the plate, another annealing becomes necessary. For 

this purpose they are packed in the same way as for 

the first !lnnealing, with the exception that in this case 

the plates enter the furnace perfectly dry. The tem

IJerature, moreover, is lower, 1,200 as against 1,500 de

grees, and the plates are not kept in the furnace for 

over six or eight hours. 

White Pickling.-As soon as the plates have been re

rnoved and cooled, they are treated to what is known as 

white pickling, which is similar to the black pickling 

except the acid solution is weaker. The white pickling 

is necessary for the removal of the small amount of 

oxide which has accumulated during the annealing 

and cold rolling. After the white pickling great care 

is taken to protect the plates from the action of the 

atmosphere, for it is important to preserve the clear 

white surface which is produced by the pickling until 

the plates have entered the tinning pot. Hence, the in

stant they are taken from the white pickling vats, the 

plates are loaded into wheeled tanks, known as water

bashes, and in these are taken to the tinning house, a 

description of which will be given in a later issue. 

• Ie· • 

The only musk ox in captivity in this country died 

recently at the New York Zoological Gardens. There 

is only one other musk ox in captivity, and that one 

is to be found in the Zoological Gardens of Hamburg, 

Germany. 
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Soft Coal for Domestic Use. 

To the Editor of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN: 

I have just read your article relative to the use of 

soft coal, in your last issue. It sounds odd to those 

who live where we use soft coal for all purposes, to lJe 

told that we cannot depend on banking fires to keep 

over night. We find no trouble; all that is needed is 

a large piece of coal and a door a little ajar. In the 

morning knock apart the chunk and your fire freshen,; 

up. The large piece is preferable but not absolutely 

necessary, for plenty of small coal can be treated in 

the same way. If your people will put in good down

draft furnaces for soft coal, they can burn so much 

of the smoke as to have very little if any trouble from 

soot. H. C. HA;\oll\lOND. 

Olathe, Kans., September 22, 1902. 

------.... _.-4.�, .... �----

Soft Coal for DOlne"tic Uille. 

To the Editor of the SCIENTIFIC Awll,mcAN: 

I notice that in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN of the 20th 

instant you sayan page 182: "Owing to the rapidity 

of combustion of bituminous coal, it will not be pos

sible to bank up the furnace for the night and leave it 

with the certainty that there will be a live fire remain

ing in the morning." 

I have had nineteen years' experience in the exclus

ive use of soft coal for domestic purposes, and for 

about thirteen years my home has been heated with a 

hot-air furnace in which soft coal has been used almost 

exclusively. My experience is that there is no more 

difficulty in keeping a fire over night with bituminons 

cGal than with anthracite. Indeed, I have several 

times kept a fire for forty-eight hours in my furnace 

without any attention whatever. If the lower and 

upper drafts are both left a little open, and there 1B 

a good body of coal, and especially if a pretty brisk 

fire is well covered with fine coal, a furnace fire will 

keep as long with bituminous coal as with anthraeite. 

I have also kept a fire for weeks at a time in an open 

grate with bituminous coal, simply taking care to ha,e 

a good fire at bedtime and cover it with fine coal or 

ashes, preferably the latter. It will not go out for 

twelve hours, and at the end of that time it may be 

raked down and broken up on the top, and it will 

soon give you a cheerful blaze. The same stoves that 

are used for anthracite coal can be used for bitumin

ous. Of course in this country the soft coal is so very 

much cheaper than the anthracite that the latter is a 

rarely used luxury. This section of the State of West 

Virginia can also furnish a cannel coal almost equal 

to the best imported, if not, indeed, quite equal to it. 

J. O. TnO�IP"()". 
Sec. West Virginia Farm Review. 

Charleston, September 23, 1902. 

'J'he 'J'rial of Spen"er'" Airship. 

Stanley Spencer is the latest foreign aspirant to 
aeronautical honors. On September 20 he travelect 

nearly 30 miles over London in an airship of his own 

construction. He seems to have had a rather ha1'l1 

time of it during his flight, for he was in constant 

danger of an explosion of the balloon and of ignition 

of the hydrogen gas by the motor. He states that 

his machine could be easily controlled. As he sped 

over London the inventor dropped balls. Spencer's 

airship is said to differ from Santos-Dumont's in being 

constructed on the Hiram Maxim system. The rna· 

chine is pulled al0ng instead of being propelled from 

the rear. The framework is of bamboo, the parts 

being lashed and bolted together. The total weight 

of the contrivance is less than 300 pounds, of which 

125 pounds fall on the frame. The driving power is 

furnished by a Simms petrol-motor of 35 horse power. 

The gasbag is 75 feet in lengtll. During his flight 

over London, Spencer attained a speed of 7% miles an 

hour. 
••••• 

The Passing of tIle Fire Engine. 

At a convention of the International Association of 

Fire Chiefs, held in New York city, the Chief of the 

Baltimore Fire Department read a paper on the fire 

departments of the future in large cities. The paper 

started a discussion on the merits of mobile fire en

gines as compared with stationary pumping plants, 

stand pipes, and sprinkler systems. The Chief of the 

Chicago Fire Department declared that ninety·two 

steam engines in Chicago could be dispensed with if 
twelve pumping stations were at hand. A representa' 

tive from Boston gave it as his opinion that the clang 

of the engine through the cities' streets will soon be 

as out of date as the old vamp brake pump. 

• • • 

Chullapata Volcano Active. 

A dispatch from Lima, Peru, states that Mont Chul· 

lapata, 18 miles from Celendin, has been vomiting 

volcanic dust and smoke for the last fortnight. Sev

eral earthquakes have been felt around the mountain, 

and great chasms are said to have been opened in its 
sides. 
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